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This press release is intended to inform readers about BCGsearch.com, a law job portal 
that functions as one of the major players in the US legal recruitment industry.

BCG Search is a name that comes with a proven track record of success. This is because 
here is an online job search portal that comes with thousands of legal job placements 
under its belt. They are 10 years in this industry and have even made a foray into 
publishing materials about legal employment that are distributed to every law firm in 
Asia and the US. Going by their ethical standards, BCG Search allows you to access their 
extensive resources. BCG Search is the world’s largest company to focus on legal job 
search and members receive updated job alerts with application materials faxed and 
e-mailed.

BCG Search is your one stop choice for attorney placement and search both in the US and 
around the world. The aim of this unique job search portal is to place the best attorneys 
in the country’s topmost law firms. The methodology of work enables BCG Search to 
make permanent placements as firms and candidates that are selected are exclusive. 
Very candidate who comes in is trained, educated and advised on the ethics of the 
law and paralegal industry. What’s more? Recruiters are supported with a multimillion 
dollar research budget. This is how long lasting jobs and job contacts are made between 
committed candidates and prestigious firms in the market.

The job search process is choosy and candidates are recommended legal options for 
placements. Rest assured, you will only get the jobs that match your qualifications and 
capabilities as mentioned in the resume. More and more positions are offered each day, 
with the legal recruitment service of BCG Search becoming more and more extensive. 
In fact, clients have provided their testimonials in favor of the BCG Search attorneys, 
saying that they are the best in the practice and that they are extremely efficient in 
handling matters and expediting them.

A corporate lawyer with 2 years of experience was looking for a job change. He said, ‘’I 
registered at BCGsearch with the hope of getting a better job than my current one. I was 
surprised when I received not one or two but five excellent job interview calls. This site 
really works and has some of the best legal jobs available.’’

Another member Teresa, says, ‘’Now that I am settled into my new job, I wanted to write 
and express my enormous thanks to you for being such a wonderful headhunter. While 
no one in their right mind would ever say that their search for a new job was effortless, 
I must say that with your assistance, advice, and support, it came pretty close! Thank 
you so much for your critical advice regarding my resume, for practicing tough interview 
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questions with me, for meeting me on the morning of my interview to give me moral 
support, and for calling me every couple weeks since my new job started to make sure 
that all was going well. I am truly grateful for everything you have done. Thank you 
again.’’

The website offers all kinds of legal jobs from legal assistant and paralegal to attorneys 
and legal partner, intern and clerk jobs too. The purpose of BCG Search is to do things 
with the expertise of a professional. BCG Search is the smallest and at the same time 
most prestigious attorney-search company of EmploymentScape, with offices located 
throughout the US and staffs comprising 20 legal recruiters. Here is a firm that is not 
too keen on expanding since the team of legal recruiters is already pressurized. BCG 
Search is founded by high level attorneys and here the stakes are always high.

To know more about BCG Search, you can visit their website at 
http://www.bcgsearch.com/.

BCG Search Contact Information

The head office for BCG Attorney Search is situated at Los Angeles; there are branch 
offices spread all over the country.

Telephone: 800-298-6440 
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